“In each of these people, forced to flee to safety,
Jesus is present...In the faces of the hungry, the
thirsty, the naked, the sick, strangers and
prisoners, we are called to see the face of Christ who
pleads with us to help.”
Pope Francis, World Day of Migrants and Refugees Message, 2020
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Dear Friends,
2020 has been a year like no one anticipated. All of us have had at least some of our plans disrupted whether for travel, weddings, outreach or major work events. As we reflect on the year
that was it may be reflective to ask ourselves what is one unexpected good thing that has
come out of the coronavirus pandemic?
For some, good things to come out of this global disaster have been new connections with
neighbours or renewed connections with friends and neighbours. For others it has been new or
reinvigorated approaches to reach out to those who are struggling, whether physically, financially mentally or emotionally.

Each individual can act as an effective leaven by the way he or she lives
each day. Great changes are not produced behind desks or in offices.
This means that “everyone has a
fundamental role to play in a single
great creative project: to write a new
page of history, a page full of hope,
peace and reconciliation.
Fratelli Tutti, 231

Though many of us reading this may for the most
be alive and well, we no doubt know people who
have lost jobs, lost loved ones, or may have survived the virus but have continuing side effects.
We know many of you work with or support people who are struggling to make ends meet, who
are on the brink of homelessness (or have already
been made homeless) and people seeking asylum and refugees who have had their already
precarious situations exacerbated by the lack of
any federal government support.

Crises like this pandemic tend to bring out the
best and worst in humanity. While the worst is usually more prevalent, we have also been incredibly
encouraged to hear and witness the good. Much
of this good and generosity comes from you who have continually given of your time, efforts
and resources to support the vulnerable.
At this time when we prepare for Christ, the Prince of Peace to enter our hearts and our lives
once again, we encourage you to think about what you can still be grateful for in this year
and to look forward to 2020 with hope that the goodness in humanity will help us overcome
this crisis and to include the most vulnerable with us as we rebuild.
In this issue we have some ideas about how you can get involved in getting better mental
health care, how to be there when others need us, some good news from Sydney Catholic
Schools on their solar panel installations, and about work to build partnerships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities. We also discuss the expansion of Red Wednesday
(which recognizes persecuted Christians around the world), some guidance on how to do your
Christmas shopping this year as well as highlighting some local wins from local organising
teams.
We wish you a blessed Advent, a joyful Christmas season and a peaceful 2021.
Blessings,
JPO Team
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Mental Health is high on the national radar at the moment, not just because of the stresses
created by the COVID19 pandemic, but also with the release of the long awaited Robodebt
agreement by the Federal Government to repay $1.2 billion to people who were unfairly pursued by this horrible mechanistic debt recovery system, as reported by The Guardian.
Many people suffered drastically under this unfair scheme, which caused a spate of self-harm
and suicides, along with huge grief among individuals, families, businesses and communities.
At the same time came the release of the Australian Productivity Commission’s Inquiry Report
on Mental Health, following soon after the Australian Catholic Bishops’ Conference Social Justice Statement on Mental Health, which emphasises where action is seriously needed in 202021 on a number of fronts.
For Catholic parishes, schools and communities there are now many opportunities to contribute to this nationwide problem, by helping to take the lead locally in changing things to better
help “consumers and carers” in the mental health space. Below are some of the areas emphasised by the Productivity Commission, which give Catholic communities a strong national
endorsement to combine with their Bishops’ calls for action alongside the agency promoting
productivity. All of these areas require lobbying at the local, state and national level.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Community treatments and supports should be expanded for all ages – so that coming
out of hospital can lead straight into other community-based support services, which
help those living with mental distress (and their carers) to re-enter the community immediately;
Local people need to be given more say in the decision-making about mental health
expenditure and program implementation in their communities, which means more accountability and transparency at the Local Health District and Primary Health Network
level;
Person-centred Care should be the main priority in reforms, so that those living with challenges are able to be leading their own planning for recovery;
Involving more local people in planning and delivering community mental health services, continuing advocacy, stigma reduction and self-harm & suicide prevention, with
funding to allow action to change things;
Improving the cultural capability of mental health providers, in partnership with local
community leaders, so that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people can feel safe in
their care, along with multicultural clients and their families.

The Robodebt case alone shows how we need to be vigilant and concerned not just about
the Social Determinants of Health (access to housing, food, work, transport, community supports), but also about the Political Determinants of government and bureaucratic policies and
programs that target the vulnerable and fail to serve those needing help. This is territory that
Jesus specialised in, shaking things with the authorities up to serve the needs of those who
were most vulnerable. Now is the time for us all to find our best ways to work together to bring
about the much needed changes.
The JPO is always available to help local groups think through your own approaches.
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Across Australia there are
thousands of young people
sleeping rough, couch surfing, and dodging adults at
their place of residence because of fear of domestic
and family violence. This is
another symptom of our society’s need to create more
shared communal services
for the vulnerable. And it is a
clear message for Catholic
communities, that social justice often requires nothing
more than opening our eyes
to what’s happening right in
our own backyard.
The gathering evidence about our mental health crisis, with COVID19 and all the other
economic down turns indicators, can be a good source of information for local parishes and schools to explore how they might be part of creating local solutions.
The three things that Trauma Informed Care emphasises are that people in trauma
need Safety, Connection and help with Coping Strategies. All three of those are possible to offer in catholic community contexts.
You don’t have to be an expert to be there with a warm cup of tea, and a place to sit
and listen. Once someone in distress knows they are safe and you’re welcoming them
to connect with a community of belonging, their healing has already begun.
Then you can be sources of practical advice about how to cope with immediate
practical challenges (about emergency housing, food supplies, transport etc – known
as the Social Determinants of Health), and longer term advice and support through
the network of Catholic agencies in social services that will be known to your parish.
If you don’t have a group in your church that focuses on these sorts of issues, why not
start one? If you need help, the JPO can advise on ways to begin, including developing the skills in crisis support, advocacy and action that can radically change people’s
lives for the better in your local area.
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“This is the beginning. For us too, everything began with the grace of
God – everything always begins with grace, not with our own efforts –
with the grace of God, who is a Father and has given us so many good
things, entrusting different talents to each of us. We possess a great
wealth that depends not on what we possess but on what we are: the
life we have received, the good within us, the indelible beauty God has
given us by making us in his image… All these things make each of us
precious in his eyes, each one of us is priceless and unique in history! This
is how God looks at us, how God feels towards us.”
“We need to remember this. All too often, when we look at our lives, we
see only the things we lack, and we complain about what we lack. We
then yield to the temptation to say: “If only…!” If only I had that job, if
only I had that home, if only I had money and success, if only I didn’t
have this or that problem, if only I had better people around me…! But
those illusory words – if only! – prevent us from seeing the good all
around us. They make us forget the talents we possess. You may not
have that, but you do have this, and the “if only” makes us forget this.
Yet God gave those talents to us because he knows each of us and he knows our abilities. He trusts us,
despite our weaknesses. God even trusts the servant who will hide his talent, hoping that despite his
fears, he too will put to good use what he received. In a word, the Lord asks us to make the most of the
present moment, not yearning for the past, but waiting industriously for his return. How ugly is that nostalgia, which is like a black mood poisoning our soul and making us always look backwards, always at others, but never at our own hands or at the opportunities for work that the Lord has given us, never at our
own situation… not even at our own poverty.“
“Fidelity to God means handing over our life, letting our carefully laid plans be disrupted by our need to
serve. “But I have my plans, and if I have to serve…”. Let your plans be upset, go and serve. It is sad
when Christians play a defensive game, content only to observe rules and obey commandments.
Those “moderate” Christians who never go beyond boundaries, never, because they are afraid of risk.
And those, allow me this image, those who take care of themselves to avoid risk begin in their lives a
process of mummification of their souls, and they end up as mummies.”
“How then do we serve, as God would have us serve? The master tells the faithless servant: “You ought
to have invested my money with the bankers, and at my coming I should have received what was my
own with interest” (v. 27). Who are the “bankers” who can provide us with long-term interest? They are
the poor. Do not forget: the poor are at the heart of the Gospel; we cannot understand the Gospel
without the poor. The poor are like Jesus himself, who, though rich, emptied himself, made himself poor,
even taking sin upon himself: the worst kind of poverty. The poor guarantee us an eternal income. Even
now they help us become rich in love. For the worst kind of poverty needing to be combatted is our
poverty of love. The worst kind of poverty needing to be combatted is our poverty of love. The Book of
Proverbs praises the woman who is rich in love, whose value is greater than that of pearls. We are told
to imitate that woman who “opens her hand to the poor” (Prov 31:20): that is the great richness of this
woman. Hold out your hand to the poor, instead of demanding what you lack. In this way, you will multiply the talents you have received.”
The above are extracts from Pope Francis’ Homily for the World Day of the Poor 2020, the full text of
which is available here.
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The University of Notre Dame Australia Institute of Ethics and Society’s Religion and Global Ethics Annual Event was held over Zoom this year with the timely topic “Catholic Social Teaching
and the Climate Crisis”. The event featured Dr Celia Deane-Drummond of the Laudato Si’ Instute in Oxford and Fr Peter Smith, Justice and Peace Promoter of the Catholic Archdiocese of
Sydney. The event was introduced by Professor John Lippitt, Director of the Institute of Ethics
and Society and moderated by Dr Rosemary Hancock, Co-Convenor of the Religion and
Global Ethics program at the Institute.

For this reason, it is truly noble
to place our hope in the hidden
power of the seeds of goodness
we sow, and thus to initiate
processes whose fruits will be
reaped by others.
Good politics combines love
with hope and with confidence
in the reserves of goodness present in human hearts.

Fratelli Tutti, 196

The question and short answer format lent
itself well to the zoom format and provided a
great opportunity to blend both the theological and practical perspectives of the presenters. Fr Peter Smith said his deep concern
for caring from the environment came from
his experience of loving the Australian outdoors but also witnessing its degradation. Dr.
Deane-Drummond’s route to caring for creation originally came from her background in
science and eventually integrated theology
and ecology.

When asked what the implications of Fratelli
Tutti were for the climate crisis and how they
built on the teachings of Laudato Si, Dr.
Deane-Drummond responded that Laudato
Si’ was filled with optimism but that Fratelli
Tutti had a much more sombre tone.

However, she urged the audience to maintain hope during this time echoing the words of
Pope Francis who urged people to combine love and hope. (Fratelli Tutti, 196). While the virtue
and principle of solidarity is essential for combating environmental harm, Professor Deane
Drummond also noted the importance of going back to the basic virtues to protect our common home.
Fr Peter Smith stressed that caring for our common home is a matter of the common good because the climate crisis is one that goes beyond borders. He urged us to look at the common
good in a global context and especially for those of us in Australia, not to ignore the dire consequences it has for our brothers and sisters from in the Pacific. He was especially concerned
about those who live in Kiribati and Tuvalu whose islands are sinking below water.
Professor Deane-Drummond also saw the rates of over-consumption in the developed world as
a situation that still required a lifestyle revolution for many Catholics and Fr Peter Smith pointed
out the importance and urgency divesting of fossil fuels and taking a more ethical and sustainable approach to our investments, especially for major Catholic Institutions.
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In the blizzard of bad news that has so
characterised 2020, it was easy to miss
this ray of sunshine. Sydney Catholic
Schools have been at the forefront of
our own renewable revolution and already 61 of the 152 Catholic schools in
NSW have made the switch to roof top
solar.
Sydney Catholic Schools are just two
years into the five year program to drive
efficient, clean and cheap energy
across schools in the form of rooftop solar and retrofitting energy efficient lighting. To date 61 schools have received
solar installations and 20 schools have
had lighting upgrades.
The retrofit program involves five elements. First, the installation of solar panelling on the roof
of schools across Sydney. Secondly, retrofitting of existing lights with energy efficient LED. Third,
the installation of monitoring screens in high people traffic areas so that students can engage
with the energy saving and see the impact of consumption of energy. This is a terrific idea because it means kids can see in real time how their energy use impacts use. The fourth element
is providing schools with online tool kits to assist in education projects related to the energy use
etc. And finally, Sydney Catholic School also has capability to monitor consumption centrally
through a web portal.
The program not only allows schools and students to make the necessary switch to energy use
in an increasingly carbon-constrained world, it is also saving serious amounts of money that
would be otherwise going up in carbon pollution.
At the beginning of the project it was anticipated it would reduce energy consumption by 45%
-50% and the payback on solar panelling would take seven years and the payback on lighting
would also take seven years.
However, early analysis of the installations show electricity consumption (KWH) reductions of
greater than 55% and payback on investments of under five years. In addition to the retrofit
program all new building upgrades include solar and energy efficient lighting as part of the
design brief.
It’s an interesting thing to see that when the politics and drama are taken out of the climate
change threat, we see simple solutions that drive down carbon emissions and drive down the
cost of energy are not so hard to find. Perhaps that’s why Australia currently leads the world in
roof-top solar with 21% of all homes now covered in solar panels.
Looks like while the politicians fight over it, the community is just getting on with building a
more resilient, gentle world.
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Most Australians have become aware of the Black Lives
Matter movement from the USA over the past year following the police killing of George Floyd. And many
sporting codes have been involved in the Take a Knee
gesture, to acknowledge the need to respect First Nations people more and to take action to address the
suffering that they are still going through, because of
police brutality and racism.
Fewer people seem to have engaged with the local
story, which Professor Marcia Langton highlighted in her
Thea Astley address recently.
For Catholics interested in social justice and examining
our own Australianness, it is incumbent on all of us to explore what our own environment is like, in terms of ignorance of our shared history alongside Aboriginal people,
and ongoing explicit and implicit racist trends across our
society. Such as the glaring injustice of the number of
young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island kids ending up
under arrest and incarcerated, from as young as ten
years of age.
One reason such injustices still occur is that local communities, such as Catholic parishes and schools, have not formed active partnerships with their
First Nations brothers and sisters. By getting to know the Traditional Owners in your area, Local
Aboriginal Land Council members, and the Aboriginal elders, families and kids in your own
communities, you can begin to change the agenda.
It is as simple as visiting their places of gathering and saying hello. Then you can seek a listening conversation, to hear about how their world goes around, their local experience in history
alongside so-called “mainstream” history, and also share about your own families’ experiences.
If there is interest in your parish and school, you can explore developing a Reconciliation Acton Plan (RAP), by visiting the Reconciliation Australia website and signing up to begin the journey of learning towards developing a RAP for your community.
And you can sign up to join the journey of the Uluru Statement from the Heart
which aims to bring all Australians to a position of understanding how our first peoples are
seeking a voice in the nation’s places of power and decision making, to ensure their wisdom,
ancient history, and more recent experiences of suffering can inform our further evolution as a
society.
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Over the last few years the Pontifical Charity Aid to the Church in Need (ACN) has commemorated Red Wednesday on the last Wednesday in November to draw attention to the often ignored plight of persecuted Christians all over the world. This year ACN also remembered the
persecution of Christians during the whole of Red Week from the 18th-25th of November.

“Christians continue to be the most persecuted religious community in the world. In order to
raise awareness about this painful fact, cathedrals, churches and public buildings will be illuminated in red light in many countries across four continents.” said Thomas Heine-Geldern, Executive President of Aid to the Church in Need (ACN) in a media release.
ACN estimates around 250 million Christians all over the world are living in environments in
which they are violently persecuted, discriminated against or prevented from freely practising
their faith. The UK Charity Open Doors World Watch List estimates that means approximately
one in nine Christians around the world is persecuted because of his or her faith. A particularly
horrifying aspect of the persecution of Christians is the abduction, forced conversion and
forced marriage of girls such as Arzoo Raja (who has fortunately found safety) and Maira
Shahbaz who is still in hiding, fearing for her life.
When Pope Francis recently prayed for victims of religious persecution and said “How many
Christians are persecuted even today throughout the world! They suffer for the Gospel with
love, they are the martyrs of our day. And we can say with certainty that there are more of
them than the martyrs of the early times: so many martyrs, merely for the fact of being Christians.” In his recent encyclical Fratelli Tutti Pope Francis recognised that religious persecution
like war, terrorist attacks and other affronts against human dignity recognised why this is a frequently forgotten issue. He said that practices like these are judged differently, depending on
how convenient it proves for certain, primarily economic, interests so that when someone in
power doesn’t care about an issue, it loses public recognition (Fratelli Tutti, 25).
The persecution of Christians is just a part of the greater problem of persecution of all people
of faith. The UN has finally recognised this as a serious human rights violation and in 2019 it designated the 22nd of August as the International Day Commemorating the Victims of Acts of Violence based on religion or belief. In his remarks on the importance of Religious Freedom in
2019, the UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres said: “Jews have been murdered in synagogues, their gravestones defaced with swastikas; Muslims gunned down in mosques, their religious sites vandalized; Christians killed at prayer, their churches torched.” He also stated that
we all have a collective responsibility to stamp out Anti-Semitism, Anti-Muslim hatred, the persecution of Christians and other religious groups and any incitement to violence.
You might want to consider saying praying one of these prayers for victims of religious violence. And to find out more about Red Wednesday please visit www.aidtochurch.org/
RedWednesday .
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So it is that time of the year again, when we try to find, make or buy gifts to give to those we
know and some we don’t, in remembrance of the greatest gift ever given at Christmas: that of
Jesus himself in the form of a newborn baby.
The season of Christmas is approaching, the holiday season. How often do
we hear people ask: “What can I buy?
What more can I have? I must go
shopping”. Let us use different words:
“What can I give to others?”, in order
to be like Jesus, who gave of himself
and was born in the manger.

We have provided some guidance before on what
considerations you should take into account when
planning your Christmas gifts but a refresher can be
useful. There is also guidance from all over the
world such as this article from the Unites States that
discusses how to incorporate the principles of Catholic Social Teaching into your Christmas giving.

In addition to the suggestions we provided earlier
(Less is more, intangible gifts, global gifts, buying
fairtrade and supporting companies that pay their
Pope Francis
workers a living wage with dignified working condiWorld Day of the Poor 2020 Homily tions) there are a couple more ideas you may want
to take into account.

As many of our communities which were struck by drought, bush-fires and floods are still recovering, why not try to support them. A number of businesses from these areas are listed here:
https://www.nsw.gov.au/regional-nsw/buy-regional and here: https://
www.buyfromthebush.com.au. The Aboriginal Catholic Ministry has a number of items made
by local indigenous artists you can purchase or try to find a local indigenous craftsperson who
is from the land that you live, work on or have a connection to.
If you can see if you can support businesses or artists that have lived experience of seeking
asylum. The website Humans Like Us has a directory of businesses run by refugees or ones that
give refugees a chance to work. The Welcome Merchant was founded earlier this year to give
refugee entrepreneurs a platform to promote their businesses, particularly in light of the coronavirus pandemic.
And last but not least, an important aspect to take into account when giving Christmas presents is their impact on the environment. Can you choose a gift of seeds or a native plant that
people can grow? How about getting someone a reusable coffee cup, drink bottles or reusable shopping bags to prevent waste going into our landfills? Can you buy things from nearby
that don’t need to be transported over great distances or use excessive packaging?
Last year, in the week before Christmas Pope Francis reminded us, while we may be tempted
to get caught up in the frenzy that surrounds Christmas, “Let us not put aside the one being
celebrated”. While we can give gifts to our brothers and sisters, each of whom is made in the
image and likeness of God, Pope Francis also challenged us to ask ourselves what gift would
God want us to give Him at Christmas? At Christmas Eve Mass he gave us his answer: after receiving the gift of Christ into our souls, we should try to be like him by being a gift for others because this is the best way to change to world.
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When the coronavirus pandemic really hit Australia in March this year and we faced restrictions to our movements, the Sydney Alliance realised this meant they had to change how
they organised. In addition to moving meetings online and discerning new areas of need to
focus on (such as that of migrant workers and international students) the Sydney Alliance also
established several local organising teams in the Sydney Area. Over the last few months these
teams have brought together members from various Sydney Alliance partner organisations in
their local suburbs who may never have met if it were not for the pandemic and the local organising teams.
The following list is just a snapshot of what some of these local organising teams have accomplished over the last few months.






The Marrickville team won a council fight in the Inner West for affordable housing, securing future affordable housing for 70-100 people.
The Surry Hills team produced a local art instillation features local stories, and six local organisations gathered to start new work together.
The Parramatta team finished a video featuring community services reaching out to local
businesses.
The Camden-Wollondilly team secured grant to develop a bush-fires stories website and
trained core team in accidental counselling in preparation for collecting bushfire stories.
The Sutherland team has met with Local Councillors, council staff and SGCHousing on
progressing affordable housing in the Shire.

At the moment other teams are working on











Progressing conversations on affordable power and social housing tenants (Randwick)
Team continued to pursue the Government on the issue of Northconnex land for
affordable housing (Hornsby)
Progressing deep reconciliation conversations related to Local Council (Hills Shire)
Progressing on issues related to gambling, beautification of Fairfield and jobs (Fairfield)
Progressing on community action for a more responsive council on the issue
of temporary migrants (Cumberland)
Progressing local support for family violence safety Program (Ryde-Hunters Hill)
Slowly progressing on getting meetings with Federal MPs on Jobseeker rate (St George)

If you are inspired by what a small group of committed individuals who may not have known
each other at the beginning of the year can accomplish (mainly through the power of zoom,
phone calls, letters and emails) in the midst of a global pandemic and would like to join a
team, please get in touch: ruth.moraes@sydneycatholic.org.
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Our Lady of the Way North Sydney

Met with their federal MP about the need for support for people seeking asylum
and refugees and the MP mentioned this meeting in a Parliamentary speech.
St Columba’s North Leichhardt

Organised a sewing bee to make masks for people seeking protection which
were donated to a refugee support organisation

The primary school organised a food drive for essential items to be donated to
the Jesuit Refugee Service.
St Vincents, Ashfield

Continued support for people seeking asylum and refugees through the Jesuit
Refugee Service

Put in a submission in support of the bill to combat climate change

Wrote to politicians to take action against climate change and in support of economic diversification

Set up the social justice group website: https://svsjgroup.wordpress.com/

Ran a difficult conversations workshop which aims to encourage people to deeply listen to other peoples stories
St Declans, Penshurst

Organised a large donation of food to the Jesuit Refugee Service
St Francis Xavier Ashbury

Wrote to Federal politicians in support of the bill to combat climate change
If we missed something your group or parish did, please drop us a line at jpoinfo@sydneycatholic.org so we can include it next time!

To all of you who have worked for justice
and peace and to enhance the dignity of
vulnerable and marginalized people
over the last year, whether by yourself or
in a group, we want to say THANK YOU!
It is a privilege to work alongside and be
encouraged by all of you in the work
that you do. Keep up the good work and
we look forward to accomplishing more
together in 2021!
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